
Meneer M� Men�
Ninovesteenweg 169, Erembodegem, Belgium
+3253704708 - https://maxboterhammen.be

On this site, you can find the complete menu of Meneer Max from Erembodegem. Currently, there are 14
courses and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about Meneer Max:
Nice setting, raft service and delicious dishes! In the summer pleasant terrace, winter, extended from the case,
covered and warm! seasonal dishes and solid cards. lunch at 12. Democratic prizes. Food: 5:00 A.M. 5 read

more. In pleasant weather you can even be served in the outdoor area, And into the accessible rooms also come
customers with wheelchairs or physical limitations. What User doesn't like about Meneer Max:

Parking for a 20-car park near restaurant. sufficient menu card with additional suggestions. One employee was a
bit friendly with the indictment and service than the other, and it costs a starlet. People are certainly

professionally set up, and they're growing with DD, I suspect. Good food. We had to go to three times. A choice
could make, but it wasn't asked for a choice, and it wasn't their choice that we would hav... read more. Thanks to
its selection of typical, delicate meals at typically reasonable prices, this small yet fine Bistro not only excites with

its ambiance, the place offers however also meals typical for Europe. The kitchen of the Meneer Max is also
familiar with many international meals, With the bite-sized, Tapas, you can't do anything wrong, particularly

because there is something for every palate.
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Mai� course�
RIBS

Desser�
CHOCOLATE LAVA CAKE

Antipast� - starter�
CARPACCIO

Starter�
TARTARE

Coffe�
CAPPUCCINO

Asador'� Steak�
RIBEYE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SPAGHETTI

PASTA

BURGER

STEAK

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

PORK MEAT

BEEF

CHICKEN

PESTO
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00-15:00 18:00-23:00
Tuesday 11:00-15:00 18:00-23:00
Wednesday 11:00-15:00 18:00-
23:00
Thursday 11:00-15:00 18:00-23:00
Friday 11:00-15:00 18:00-23:00
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